Daniel Bromfield
danielbromfield.com
linkedin.com/in/danielbromfield
daniel.bromfield@gmail.com
(415) 317-1939

WORK EXPERIENCE
SmartyPup!, 2020-present
Office admin at San Francisco puppy care and training facility. Schedule dogs for classes and
playgroups; determine whether or not dogs are available for classes based on age and other
factors; maintain calendar of upcoming classes; ensure clients provide proper documentation
for vaccinations; keep track of clients’ payments; answer emails, phone calls, and voicemails;
interact with dogs; shoot photos and videos of classes for social media; copy-edit website.
Ratskin Records, 2020-present
Copywriter for Oakland record label focusing on experimental music. Write copy for press releases; write artist bios for streaming services such as Bandcamp and Spotify.
San Francisco Jewish Community Publications, 2017-2019
Editorial assistant at J. magazine covering Bay Area Jewish news. Wrote calendar of events;
edited obituaries, letters, and b’nai mitzvah announcements; sourced and edited photos for
publication; wrote articles; answered phone calls.
KWVA 88.1 FM, 2014-2016
DJ at University of Oregon radio station. Hosted several shows; wrote blog posts and short descriptions of CDs for reference by other DJs; used audio-editing skills to remotely assemble
radio sets when not available to come into the studio.
Boudin Bakery, 2014-2015
GSR at San Francisco sourdough institution. Bussed tables at Stonestown and Fisherman’s
Wharf locations during summers.
Emerald Media, 2013-2016
Associate editor for Arts & Culture desk of University of Oregon's largest student newspaper.
Edited staff writers' copy; set and enforced deadlines; hired writers; trained writers in interviewing and reporting skills; paired work with appropriate photos and videos; promoted
newspaper on social media; wrote up to three articles a week, including event reviews and
feature stories.
SF Rebirth Blog, 2010-2013
Proprietor of blog covering all-ages shows in the San Francisco Bay Area. Reviewed releases
and concerts; interviewed bands; photographed and took videos of events.
FREELANCE WORK
Copywriter/PR, 2018-present
Write bios and press releases for bands to send to blogs for coverage and use on streaming
services like Spotify and Bandcamp.
Arts & culture writer, 2015-present

Freelance writer for the following publications: 48 Hills, Bandcamp, The Bold Italic, Eugene
Weekly, Phluff, PopMatters, Resident Advisor, Richmond Review, Spectrum Culture, Split
Tooth Media, Willamette Week.
Musician/music promoter, 2010-present
Have performed on over 50 albums. Regularly organize concerts, including for causes such as
Planned Parenthood, Bina Hill Institute in Guyana, and the Oceti Sakowin Camp during the
Standing Rock protests. Curated a benefit CD for the Honey Hive Gallery, a small music venue
in San Francisco, during the COVID-19 pandemic. Use social media to promote music and concerts. Edit and mix audio. Design album art.
INTERNSHIPS
Portland Monthly, winter/spring 2020
Editorial intern at Portland monthly magazine. Edited copy for print edition; fact-checked;
assisted in researching stories; wrote pieces for print and online.
Willamette Week, fall 2019
Arts & culture intern at Portland weekly paper. Wrote blog posts and feature articles; approved and write items for online calendar. Continue to freelance regularly.
Eugene Weekly, summer 2016
Editorial intern for Eugene, OR weekly newspaper. Edited articles and proofread copy prior to
publication. Pitched and wrote articles for publication. Continue to freelance regularly.
San Francisco Magazine, summer 2015
Editorial intern for monthly lifestyle magazine. Fact-checked and wrote articles.
San Francisco Bay Guardian, summer 2014
Arts & entertainment intern for defunct Bay Area alternative weekly. Continuing freelance
work for successor 48 Hills, writing about music and queer culture.
Children’s Creativity Museum, summer 2013
Designed workshops for kids and families, including a GarageBand workshop.
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts in Journalism, 2016
Clark Honors College, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR
International Baccalaureate, 2012 (with honors)
International High School of FAIS, San Francisco, CA
AWARDS
Best Review, 2016 Oregon Collegiate Newspaper Contest
Runner-up, Best Feature Story, 2016 Oregon Collegiate Newspaper Contest
REFERENCES
•
•
•

Marke Bieschke, publisher at 48 Hills, (415) 517-5910
Margaret Seiler, copy editor at Portland Monthly, (971) 200-7016
Craig Wright, editor-in-chief at Split Tooth Media, (503) 789-3236

